The Mark, Buying and Sell are all *Literal*

Receiving the real Mark of the Beast (which will *eternally condemn those who receive it* - Rev. 14:9-12) will enable the recipient to literally *BUY* or *SELL* just like one does now at a store to purchase food and other goods and services. Both of those Greek terms are found here:

** "The kingdom of heaven is like treasure hidden in a field. When a man found it, he hid it again, and then in his joy went and **SOLD** all he had and **BOUGHT** that field." (Mat 13:44)

* The Greek word translated **BUY** (Rev. 13:17) means: *go to market, purchase.*
* The Greek word translated **SELL** (Rev. 13:17) means: *barter, whatever is sold.*

Some wrongly claim that the mark of the beast is not a real literal mark, but a metaphor, Sunday worship, allegiance to a corrupt world system, etc. The Seventh Day Adventists, Jehovah's Witnesses and others make these claims. To deny that the mark of the beast is an actual, literal mark or stamp (on one's right hand or forehead) is to deny the Bible truths about needing the mark to buy and sell. WHY? Because there are MULTITUDES who ARE BUYING AND SELLING despite their Sunday worship, heart attitudes, allegiances or any of the other spiritual things they wrongly deem as "taking the mark"; *folks have been doing, and not doing, these things and are still able to buy and sell.*

Furthermore, so-called *evil doers* who have "violated" these interpretations can still get forgiven upon repentance, UNLIKE THOSE WHO TAKE the real mark of the beast (Rev. 14:9-12). Ponder that truth.

Be assured that the devil, through the beast (the antichrist), is trying to get YOUR SOUL and if you receive the true **MARK OF THE BEAST** (the mark of the antichrist), he will succeed! You must be able to recognize the mark and refuse it to the end.

**NOTE:** The ID2020 Alliance shockingly includes this statement, "...nonparticipants in this system would be *unable to buy or sell goods or services.*" (Windowscentral.com/microsoft-universal-digital-identification-and-you)

That will happen to all who wisely refuse their 'ON-BODY' mark - the *quantum dot tattoo, which comes at the same time as the microneedle vaccine.*

* "MIT researchers have now developed a novel way to record a patient's vaccination history: storing the data in a *pattern of dye, invisible to the naked eye,* that is *delivered under the skin at the same time as the vaccine.*" (http://news.mit.edu/2019/storing-vaccine-history-skin-1218)

* "Ultimately, we believe that this invisible, *'on-body' technology* opens up new avenues for decentralized data storage and biosensing applications that could influence the way medical care is provided, especially in the developing world," the researchers conclude." (https://physicsworld.com/a/invisible-dye-embeds-vaccination-records-on-skin/)